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The perovskite TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3 shows two anomalies in its magnetic susceptibility at TN = 257 K and TSR =
190 K which are, respectively, the antiferromagnetic and spin-reorientation transition that occur in the Fe/Cr
sublattice. Magnetic susceptibility of this compound reveals canonical signatures of a Griffiths-like phase: a
negative deviation from the ideal Curie-Weiss law and in less-than-unity power-law susceptibility exponents.
Neutron-diffraction data analysis confirms two spin-reorientation transitions in this compound. The first one from
�2 (Cx , Gy, Fz) to �4 (Ax , Fy, Gz) occurs at TN = 257 K and a second one from �4 (Ax , Fy, Gz) to �2 (Cx , Gy, Fz)
at TSR = 190 K in the Pnma space-group setting. The �2 (Cx , Gy, Fz) structure is stable down to 7.7 K, leading
to an ordered moment of 3.34(1) μB/Fe3+(Cr3+). In addition to the long-range magnetic order, experimental
indication of diffuse magnetism is observed in neutron-diffraction data at 7.7 K. Tb develops a ferromagnetic
component along the z axis at 20 K. Thermal conductivity and spin-phonon coupling of TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3 studied
through Raman spectroscopy are also presented in the paper. The magnetic anomalies at TN and TSR do not appear
in the thermal conductivity of TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3, which appears to be robust up to 9 T. On the other hand, they are
revealed in the temperature dependence of full-width-at-half-maximum curves derived from Raman intensities.
An antiferromagnetic structure with ↑↓↑↓ arrangement of Fe/Cr spins is found as the ground state through
first-principles energy calculations, supporting the experimentally determined magnetic structure at 7.7 K. The
spin-resolved total and partial density of states show that TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3 is insulating with a band gap of ∼0.12
(2.4) eV within GGA (GGA+U ) functionals.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.102.014418

I. INTRODUCTION

Rare-earth orthoferrites and orthochromites with the gen-
eral formula RMO3, where R = rare earth or yttrium and M =
Fe or Cr, crystallize in the perovskite structure (usually Pnma
space group) with orthorhombic distortion and an antiferro-
magnetic ground state [1]. Rare-earth orthoferrites possess a
complex spin structure and have drawn considerable attention
due to their unique physical properties [1] and potential
applications such as ultrafast magneto-optical recording [2],
laser-induced thermal spin reorientation (SR) [3], precision
excitation induced by terahertz pulses [4], inertia-driven spin
switching [5], and magnetism-induced multiferroicity [6].
Most orthoferrites are G–type canted antiferromagnets with a
weak ferromagnetic (FM) component due to Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya interaction and show temperature-induced SR from
one magnetic symmetry to another. In RFeO3, exchange in-
teractions between Fe3+– Fe3+, R3+–Fe3+, and R3+–R3+ play
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an important role in determining complex magnetic struc-
tures. Isotropic Fe3+–Fe3+ exchange interaction determines
the magnetic structure of Fe3+ spins below the antiferro-
magnetic ordering temperature. An exchange field due to
the Fe3+ moment polarizes the R3+ spins of the R sublat-
tice and the Fe3+–R3+ interaction, in turn, generating ef-
fective fields on Fe3+ spins which undergo SR transition
and align perpendicular to the R3+ spins. The SR transi-
tion might be continuous or abrupt depending on the R
element [7].

In TbFeO3, an unusual incommensurate magnetic phase
was discovered [8] and it was shown that the exchange of spin
waves between extended topological defects could result in
novel magnetic phases which draws parallels with the Yukawa
forces that mediate between protons and neutrons in a nucleus.
The Fe3+ moments in TbFeO3 exhibit AxFyGz (Pn′ma′) spin
configuration at room temperature [9–11] which is accompa-
nied by a SR to CxGyFz (Pn′m′a). At 3 K, another SR occurs
to revert to the AxFyGz (Pn′ma′) structure. In recent years, a
variety of interesting properties were achieved by substituting
an Fe ion by different transition metal ions [12,13]. According
to Goodenough-Kanamori rules [14], Cr3+ is a good choice
to pair with Fe3+ to tune superior magnetic properties due to
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superexchange interaction between empty eg orbitals of Cr3+

and half-filled eg orbitals of Fe3+ ions.
In TbCrO3, the exchange coupling between the nearest-

neighbor Cr3+ is predominantly antiferromagnetic and the
Cr3+ spins order spontaneously at TN = 167 K [15]. Below
this temperature, it exhibits weak ferromagnetism resulting
from the canting of Cr3+ magnetic moments. In TbCrO3, the
Cr3+ spin structure is GyFz below TN and belongs to the �2

configuration, which implies that a weak FM component of
the Cr3+ moments orient along the z axis [16,17]. Tb3+ spins
order antiferromagnetically at 3.05 K into a GxAz structure
[16]. The Tb3+ spin system adopts a CxFz structure, which
belongs to �4 representation, in the temperature range 3.05
K < T < TN and is coupled to the ordered Cr3+ spins [16].
Spin reorientation, magnetization reversal, and weak ferro-
magnetism are often seen in similar compounds, for exam-
ple, TbFe0.5Mn0.5O3 [18], while a reentrant SR transition is
reported in TbFe0.75Mn0.25O3 [19] which transforms from
�4 to �1 and subsequently to �4. The magnetic structures
and SR transitions of the mixed orthochromite–orthoferrite
perovskites RFe0.5Cr0.5O3, where R = Tb, Dy, Ho, Er have
recently been reported [20].

In this paper, we present a comprehensive understanding
of the magnetism of TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3 through magnetic sus-
ceptibility, neutron powder diffraction, Raman scattering, and
thermal conductivity experiments in conjunction with density-
functional-theory calculations. Our results support a reentrant
SR transition, Griffiths-like phase features, and a coexisting
diffuse magnetic component below the TN .

II. METHODS

A. Experimental

Polycrystalline TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3 was prepared by a standard
solid-state reaction using high purity (�3 N) Tb4O7, Fe2O3,
and Cr2O3 in stoichiometric amounts. The starting materials
were thoroughly mixed and sintered at 1200 ◦C for 48 h
with two stages of intermediate grinding. Phase purity of the
sintered sample was verified by taking powder x-ray diffrac-
tograms using a Rigaku Smartlab x-ray diffractometer with
Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.548 Å). Oxidation states of Fe and Cr
ions were determined using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) in an AXIS Ultra spectrometer, and the data were ana-
lyzed using CASA XPS spectroscopy software [21]. Chem-
ical composition analysis of the samples were performed
using a JEOL–JXA–8530F electron probe micro analyzer,
which yielded the Fe:Cr atomic ratio as 0.48:0.50 (Fe/Cr
= 0.96). Temperature-dependent DC magnetization measure-
ments were performed on sintered pellets using a commercial
magnetic property measurement system (Quantum Design) in
the temperature range of 5 K � T � 400 K at 100 Oe and 500
Oe in both zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) pro-
tocols. Additionally, high-temperature magnetic susceptibility
was recorded up to 800 K in the high-temperature vibrating
sample magnetometer (VSM) oven option of a physical prop-
erty measurement system (PPMS). The thermal conductivity
of a parallelopiped sample of TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3 was measured
in the temperature range 2 K–300 K in 0 T and 9 T magnetic
field using a commercial PPMS.

To investigate the nuclear and magnetic structure of
TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3, neutron powder diffraction experiments were
performed at University of Missouri Research Reactor using
the diffractometer, PSD. Patterns were collected at 350 K,
300 K, 215 K, 100 K, 20 K and 7.7 K on a 2 g powder
sample using neutrons of wavelength 1.485 Å. The neutron-
diffraction data were analyzed using the Rietveld method
[22] coded in the FullProf suite of programs [23]. Magnetic
representations belonging to the Pnma symmetry were deter-
mined using the software SARAh [24] and the corresponding
magnetic structure was refined using FullProf. Raman spectra
was recorded from 110 K to 300 K temperature range in the
backscattering geometry by using a HORIBA JOBIN–YVON
spectrometer with a 633-nm laser as an excitation source. Low
temperature was maintained by a closed cycle He–cryostat
attached to spectrometer.

B. Computational details

The electronic and magnetic structure calculations were
performed by means of density-functional-theory (DFT) ap-
proach using the full-potential linearized augmented plane
wave plus local orbital method as implemented in the
WIEN2k code [25]. The nonoverlapping muffin–tin sphere
radii (RMT) of 2.35, 2.0, 1.96, and 1.72 Bohr were used for
Tb, Fe, Cr, and O, respectively. The linear tetrahedron method
with 500 k points was employed for the reciprocal-space
integrations in the whole Brillouin zone (BZ) that corresponds
to 216 k points within the irreducible BZ. For the calculations,
the standard generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in
the parametrization of Perdew et al. was used [26]. To con-
sider the strong correlation effects, GGA+U functional with
double-counting corrections according to Anisimov et al. [27]
was used. The chosen values of U were 6 eV for Tb–4 f ,
5 eV for Fe–3d , and 3 eV for Cr–3d states, which are compa-
rable to the values found in literature [28–33]. Calculations
were performed using the lattice parameters obtained from
neutron-diffraction data at 7.7 K (see Table I). The energy
and charge convergence was set to 10−6 Ry and 10−4 of
an electron, respectively, for self–consistent calculations. To
obtain the magnetic ground states, we have considered five
magnetic configurations by computing their total energies:
They are ferromagnetic (FM– ↑↑↑↑), two antiferromagnetic
(AFM1– ↑↓↑↓ and AFM2– ↑↓↓↑), and two ferrimagnetic
(FIM1– ↑↓↓↓ and FIM2– ↑↑↑↓). Here, the spin arrange-
ments for two inequivalent atoms each of Fe and Cr atoms
are arranged as Fe1, Fe2, Cr1, and Cr2, respectively.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. X–ray photoelectron spectroscopy

Core-level XPS measurements at room temperature using
an Al Kα x-ray source was performed to determine the va-
lence states of cations in TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3. Since the valence
state of elements plays a crucial role in determining the
magnetic ground states of a compound, it is important to
identify the same. Figure 1 shows the experimental intensities
along with the peak fits. The core-level binding energy was
calibrated with carbon (B.E = 284.8 eV). The Cr 2p3/2 peak
at 576.5 eV is close to the binding energy of Cr2O3 (576 eV)
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FIG. 1. X–ray photoelectron spectra of (a) Cr 2p, (b) Fe 2p,
(c) Tb 3d , and (d) O 2p are shown in open circles. Solid lines are
fitted peaks, deconvoluted components and background, respectively,
in each graph. Oxidation state of 3+ is inferred for Fe, Cr, and Tb
from this data.

[34]. However, the 2p3/2 peaks of Fe2+ and Fe3+ in oxides
appear around 710.3 eV and 711.4 eV, respectively [35]. In
TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3, the peak at 711 eV is close to the binding
energy value of Fe3+. Additionally, a satellite peak at 8 eV
above the Fe 2p3/2 confirms the Fe3+ state (Fe2+ gives a

satellite peak at 6 eV above the main peak). The XPS spectra
of Tb 3d5/2 yields a peak at 1240.8 eV which is very close to
that of Tb2O3 (1241.2 eV) [36]. Our XPS results thus indicate
3+ oxidation states in Tb, Fe, and Cr.

B. Magnetic properties: Spin reorientation
and Griffiths-like phase

Figure 2(a) shows the temperature-dependent magnetiza-
tion, M(T ), of TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3 under ZFC and FC protocols
at 100 Oe and 500 Oe (inset). Two anomalies occur in the
M(T ) curve at ≈257 K and at 190 K. A bifurcation of the
ZFC and FC curves is seen below ≈15 K. With the application
of 500 Oe, the bifurcation vanishes [inset of Fig. 2(a)]. The
magnetic phase transition temperatures of TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3 are
determined as TSR = 190 K and TN = 257 K by plot-
ting dM/dT vs T as shown in the top inset of Fig. 2(b).
The temperature-dependent inverse magnetic susceptibility,
χ−1(T ), of TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3 up to 800 K under 500 Oe is
plotted in the main panel of Fig. 2(b) along with a curve fit
using the Curie-Weiss (CW) law, shown by a red solid line.
The equation χ−1 = (T –θ )/C, where, C = NAμ2

eff/3kB is
the Curie constant, NA is the Avogadro’s number, μeff is the
effective magnetic moment, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and
θ is the CW temperature used for the fit [37]. The CW analysis
yields an effective magnetic moment of μeff = 10.3(2) μB

and CW constant, θ = – 40.4(2) K. By taking 3+ oxidation
states for Tb, Fe, and Cr determined from the XPS analysis,
the theoretical magnetic moment μth in the paramagnetic re-
gion was calculated using μth =

√
μ2

Tb + 0.5μ2
Cr + 0.5μ2

Fe =
10.9 μB by considering the high-spin state of Tb3+ (μTb =
9.7 μB), Fe3+ (μFe = 5.9 μB), and Cr3+ (μCr = 3.9 μB).

A downward deviation of inverse magnetic susceptibility
from the ideal CW law description is a signature of Griffith’s
phase (GP) [38–40]. The characteristic temperature at which
the inverse susceptibility deviates from the CW behavior is

FIG. 2. (a) Magnetization M(T ) at 100 Oe shows a bifurcation of ZFC and FC curves and anomalies at TN ≈ 257 K and TSR ≈ 190 K. The
inset shows the magnetization at 500 Oe. (b) Inverse susceptibility, χ−1(T ), at 500 Oe along with Curie-Weiss fit (red solid line). The upper
inset shows the derivative dM/dT to identify the anomalies at TN and TSR. The lower inset shows the inverse magnetic susceptibility at 100
Oe, 500 Oe, and 10 kOe, which shows that the negative curvature vanishes at higher fields. (c) The magnetization isotherms, M(H ), at 100 K,
220 K, 250 K, and 300 K. A weak hysteresis that develops below the TSR is shown in the upper inset for T = 100 K and the lower inset shows
a magnified view of an isotherm above the TN , at T = 340 K.
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FIG. 3. (a) Power-law fit (red solid lines) to χ−1(T ) at
100 Oe is plotted in a log-log scale. tm = (T /T R

c – 1) is the
reduced–temperature. (b) Thermoremanant magnetization, MTRM,
measured at 50 Oe, 100 Oe, and 200 Oe cooling fields, shows the
onset of spin reorientation transition TSR and the antiferromagnetic
TN . The lower and upper insets show magnified regions near the TN

and TSR, respectively.

known as the Griffiths temperature, TG. Such a deviation of the
inverse susceptibility from CW law above TN at TG ≈ 340 K
can be seen in Fig. 2(b). The downturn softens with increase
in applied magnetic field as can be seen in the lower inset of
Fig. 2(b), and supports the presence of Griffiths-like phase.

Figure 2(c) shows the magnetization isotherms of
TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3 at 100 K, 220 K, 250 K, 300 K, and 340 K
measured up to ±9 T, which do not reveal strong FM features.
However, at 100 K, an opening of the magnetic hysteresis
loop is observed at low applied field values [upper left inset
of Fig. 2(c)]. A magnified view of the isotherm at 340 K
(>TN ) shown in the lower inset of Fig. 2(c) reveals weak
hysteresis that might be suggestive of the presence of short-
range magnetism above TN .

We noted earlier that the softening of the downturn in
χ−1(T ) with increasing applied field supported a GP-like
scenario [41–43]. At high magnetic fields, the sample gets
strongly polarized and hence softens the downturn in χ−1(T )
seen at lower fields. GP consists of finite-size FM clusters in
a paramagnetic matrix well above the transition temperature
in which the spins are ferromagnetically correlated within
those clusters. However, the magnetic system as a whole
does not have long-range order in GP, thus, no spontaneous
magnetization will appear. In GP, the FM clusters will appear
with variable sizes, having local FM ordering due to which
magnetization becomes nonanalytic; magnetic susceptibility
will follow a power-law behavior in the low-field region
[38,41,42] given by χ−1 ∝ (T –T R

c )1−λ, where T R
c is the crit-

ical temperature of the FM clusters. Here susceptibility tends
to deviate from CW law and λ(0 � λ � 1) is the exponent
which signifies the deviation from CW behavior due to the
formation of magnetic clusters in the paramagnetic (PM) state
above the transition temperature. A power-law fit using the
above-mentioned equation was administered on the magnetic
susceptibility of TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3 plotted as log10 (χ−1) versus
log10 (T /T R

c – 1) in both PM and GP regions as shown in
Fig. 3(a). Since the value of λ is highly sensitive to T R

c , we
have proceeded to estimate the value of T R

c accurately [42,44].
Since the critical temperature of FM clusters, T R

c , is always

greater than the transition temperature, we first estimated the
value of T R

c in the purely PM region. This yields a value of
18 K which was later used in the curve fitting for the GP
regime to obtain λ = 0.99(6). In the high-temperature region,
we obtained λ as 0.09(4) which signifies that the system is
in PM phase, following the CW behavior. The values for
λ are consistent with the GP model, signifying a Griffiths
singularity in TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3.

Since the total magnetic susceptibility in the GP region
contains contributions from both PM as well as short-range
correlated regions, the downturn observed in the inverse mag-
netic susceptibility from ideal CW law is not expected to be
sharp in the case of antiferromagnetically correlated regions.
In RFeO3, five outer shell electrons of Fe3+ are in half–filled
eg (σ–bond component) and t2g (π–bond component) orbitals,
resulting in superexchange interactions that are antiferro-
magnetic. In the case of Cr3+, superexchange interactions
in the half–filled t3–O–t3 induce antiferromagnetism. Since
Fe3+ and Cr3+ are randomly distributed in the lattice of
TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3, it results in the stabilization of both FM and
antiferromagnetic couplings.

To confirm the GP–like scenario in antiferromagnetic
TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3, we employed thermoremanant magnetiza-
tion, MTRM, protocol to measure magnetization. Such a pro-
tocol has been used widely to study spin glass [45]. The
protocol involves cooling a sample from well above the
magnetic transition temperature in the presence of a mag-
netic field. The field is then switched off below TC , and the
magnetization measured upon warming in zero-field condi-
tions. The thermoremanent magnetization MTRM will exhibit
a sharp upturn at the transition temperature. In the present
case of TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3, this protocol was repeated for three
different cooling fields, 50 Oe, 100 Oe, and 200 Oe. The
zero–field measurements performed here have the advantage
that the contributions from the PM susceptibility are sup-
pressed compared to an in–field measurement. Figure 3(b)
shows MTRM(T ) measured as per the above descriptions. A
clear signature of the GP-like phase is seen in the form of
an upturn in magnetization at a temperature well above TN .
The TG obtained from thermoremanent measurement is 342 K,
which is close to the value of 340 K, estimated from magnetic
susceptibility earlier.

C. Thermal conductivity and Raman spectroscopy

Figure 4(a) shows the thermal conductivity, κt (T ), of
TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3 measured in zero and in an applied magnetic
field of 9 T. The overall magnitude and temperature depen-
dence of the thermal conductivity suggest that the lattice
thermal transport is dominant in this material. As can be
seen from the figure, there is no appreciable change in κt (T )
with the application of 9 T. The relatively low value of
κt (T ) supports the presence of disorder giving rise to the
observed Griffiths-like phase. In the context of the atomic
disorder in UZr2 and its impact on heat transport behavior,
it is helpful to compare the measured thermal conductivity to
the theoretically achievable minimum of the lattice contribu-
tion (fully disordered structure). In this model, the κt (min)(T )
dependence can be calculated under Debye approximation
by assuming that the transverse and longitudinal acoustic
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FIG. 4. (a) The variation of thermal conductivity, κt (T ) of
TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3 as a function of temperature. As seen, there is no
appreciable change in κt (T ) with the application of 9 T. The magnetic
anomalies at TN and TSR seen in the derivative of magnetization are
not observed in κt (T ) or in the derivative (not shown). The blue
solid line represents the minimum thermal conductivity (see text).
(b) Solid and dashed lines represent T 1.7 and T 3 dependencies of
κt (T ), respectively.

phonon modes are indistinguishable [46]. The results ob-
tained for TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3 using the Debye temperature, θD

= 380 K [47], and the number of atoms per unit volume, n
= 4.7528 m−3, are shown in Fig. 4(a) by a blue solid line.
The magnetic anomalies that occur at TN and TSR (seen in
the derivative of magnetization) are absent in the derivative
of κt (T ) (not shown here). In general, the behavior of κt (T )
of TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3 is similar to the thermal conductivity in
other RFeO3 compounds like YFeO3, GdFeO3 and DyFeO3
[48]. However, in the work by Zhao et al. [48], single-crystal
samples of orthoferrites were studied in the milli–Kelvin
temperature range and in external magnetic fields up to 14 T.
In earlier studies on GdFeO3 and DyFeO3, magnetic anoma-
lies were also reflected in the thermal conductivity [49,50].
Significantly low c-axis thermal conductivity was observed in
YFeO3, GdFeO3, and DyFeO3. Considering that the present
sample is polycrystalline, we observe higher values of thermal
conductivity in TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3. The total thermal conductiv-
ity could be compared to the T 3 boundary scattering limit of
phonons [51]. In Fig. 4(b), the temperature dependence of the
T 3 form of κt (T ) is shown as a dashed line. The solid line
is a fit to κt (T ) ∝ T n, where n is varied as a free parameter.
A value of 1.7(3) was obtained for n. The κt (T ) of DyFeO3
showed a weak curvature at low temperature (below 3 K)
which is attributed to a magnonic contribution of Dy spin
system [50]. Such a concave structure is not readily observed
in the present case, however, there seems to be an indication
near 2 K.

Raman spectroscopy was carried out at different tempera-
tures to understand the phonon behavior across the magnetic
anomalies seen in the susceptibility of TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3. Raman
spectra was recorded from 110 K to 300 K as shown in
Fig. 5 (top panel) with the most intense mode assignment
matching with RFeO3 [52] and RCrO3 [53]. TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3

is an orthorhombically distorted perovskite with Pnma space-

FIG. 5. Top panel: Raman spectrum of TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3 as a func-
tion of temperature. The most intense phonon modes are assigned.
Lower panel: (a) Temperature dependence of phonon frequency
obtained from the fit of the spectral profile with Lorentzian function
is shown. Red solid line is a fit using the anharmonic function,
Eq. (1). (b) Temperature dependence of phonon linewidth. Vertical
violet dashed lines in (a) and (b) mark the positions of TN and TSR.

group symmetry. The irreducible representations correspond-
ing to the phonon modes at the BZ center [54] can be
defined as � = 7Ag + 5B1g + 7B2g + 5B3g + 8Au + 10B1u +
8B2u + 10B3u. Here, 24 (7Ag + 5B1g + 7B2g + 5B3g) are the
Raman active modes, 25 (9B1u + 7B2u + 9B3u) are the in-
frared modes, Au is an inactive mode, and three (B1u + B2u +
B3u) are acoustic modes. Among them, the modes which are
above 300 cm−1 are related to the vibrations of oxygen, the
modes below 200 cm−1 are associated with the rare-earth
ions, and in the intermediate frequency range vibration pat-
terns involve both ions [55]. However, the Raman vibrational
modes corresponding to an orthorhombic structure are Ag +
B2g and 2B1g + 2B3g, which are symmetric and antisymmet-
ric modes, respectively. In contrast, Ag + 2B2g + B3g, 2Ag +
2B1g + B2g + B3g, and 3Ag + B1g + 3B2g + B1g are associated
with the bending modes, rotation and tilt modes of the octahe-
dra, and for the-rare earth vibrations, respectively [56]. Raman
modes generally shift to low frequency as the temperature
increases, accompanied by a monotonic increase in FWHM
[57]. This is mainly due to the expansion of the lattice as
thermal energy increases. Absence of any extra peak indicates
that the spectral symmetry remains the same at all measured
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temperatures, confirming that the magnetic anomalies are not
associated with any structural phase transition. We analyzed
the well-resolved Raman modes in detail, using a Lorentzian
function. The temperature dependence of the phonon fre-
quencies of modes Ag(2) (141 cm−1), Ag(4) (333 cm−1), and
B3g(4) (678 cm−1) along with the fit assuming a standard
anharmonic dependence [58] of phonon modes are shown in
Fig. 5(a).

The anharmonic dependence of the modes is given by

ωanh(T ) = ω0 − C

(
1 + 2

(eh̄ω/kBT − 1)

)
. (1)

Here ω0 is temperature–independent part of linewidth, C is a
constant determined from the fitting, h̄ω is the phonon energy,
and kB is the Boltzmann constant. The deviation in the phonon
frequency from anharmonic dependence near TN and TSR can
be clearly seen in Fig. 5(a). Magnetostriction can also give
rise to similar anomalous behavior in phonon frequency by
modifying the unit cell volume [57]. But in that case, FWHM
remains unchanged as it corresponds to phonon lifetime,
which is not affected by subtle change in lattice volume
caused by magnetostriction. But, from Fig. 5(b), it can be
seen that FWHM abruptly drops near the magnetic-transition
temperatures. The anomalous change in the mode frequencies
and linewidths near the magnetic transition establishes the
spin–phonon coupling in TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3. Similar signatures
of spin–phonon coupling were reported in RCrO3 [53] and
DyFe0.5Cr0.5O3 [59]. The possible coupling mechanism in-
volved is the phonon modulation of superexchange integral
below the magnetic ordering temperature [60].

D. Neutron diffraction: Reentrant spin reorientation
and short-range spin correlations

The macroscopic magnetic measurements (Sec. III B) on
TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3 explicitly suggest the antiferromagnetic or-
dering at TN , the possibility of a SR transition at TSR, and
the presence of Griffiths-like phase. We now proceed to
investigate TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3 in detail using neutron scattering
to understand the SR process and to ascertain the magnetic
structures above and below the TSR. For this purpose, neutron-
diffraction experiments were carried out on powder samples
of TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3 at various temperatures in the range, 7.7 K
to 350 K. The experimental neutron diffraction patterns at
300 K, 215 K, 100 K, 20 K, and 7.7 K are shown in Figs. 6(a)–
6(e) (red circles). Orthoferrites adopt an orthorhombic struc-
ture as observed in a variety of RFe0.5Cr0.5O3 [20]. For R
= Tb, Dy, Ho, and Er, RFe0.5Cr0.5O3 adopts a distorted
orthorhombic structure and order antiferromagnetically below
about 270 K in FyGz configuration compatible with the �4

representation.
They also exhibit a SR transition from FyGz (�4) to

GyFz (�2). If the cations order crystallographically, the per-
ovskite may adopt a doubled unit cell with monoclinic P21/n
space group [61]. In TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3, Rietveld analysis of the
diffraction data at 350 K with P21/n space group resulted in

FIG. 6. (a)–(e) Rietveld refinement of the neutron powder
diffraction patterns of TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3 at 300 K, 215 K, 100 K, 20 K,
and 7.7 K. There is a weak magnetic contribution even at 300 K
which is above the TN , observed in magnetometry. A magnified
view of the low-Q region is provided in the inset of (a), (b), and
(e). (f) Diffuse scattering intensity at 7.7 K, after subtracting the
contribution from the empty can, along with a curve fit (solid line)
using a Lorentzian function.
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TABLE I. Structural parameters and selected bond distances and bond angles of TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3 at different temperatures obtained from
neutron diffraction. The nuclear space group is Pnma where the atomic positions are Tb 4c (x, y, z), Cr/Fe 4b (0.5, 0, 0.5), and O 4c and
8d (x, y, z). Long (l) and short (s) bond lengths correspond to M–O(2) bonds in the ac plane. Medium (m) bond length corresponds to the
out–of–plane M– O(1) apical bond.

350 K 300 K 215 K 100 K 20 K 7.7 K

a (Å) 5.5532(4) 5.5554(6) 5.5511(6) 5.5449(1) 5.5404(1) 5.5392(1)
b (Å) 7.6097(6) 7.6108(6) 7.6035(5) 7.5977(6) 7.5936(3) 7.5919(3)
c (Å) 5.3104(8) 5.3125(0) 5.3097(3) 5.3128(4) 5.3139(2) 5.3127(3)
Fe(Cr)–O1 (m) (Å) 1.9875(6) 1.9879(1) 1.9860(4) 1.9847(3) 1.9834(3) 1.9830(1)
Fe(Cr)–O2 (l) (Å) 2.0114(2) 2.0122(1) 2.0107(5) 2.0094(2) 2.0079(2) 2.0075(1)
Fe(Cr)–O2 (s) (Å) 1.9923(1) 1.9931(6) 1.9918(4) 1.9918(0) 2.0005(2) 2.0001(5)
Fe(Cr)–O1–Fe(Cr)(o) 146.3(4) 146.3(3) 146.3(2) 146.2(5) 146.3(2) 146.3(2)
Fe(Cr)–O2–Fe(Cr)(o) 147.3(1) 147.3(1) 147.3(1) 147.3(1) 146.5(1) 146.5(1)

Rp = 3.52, Rwp = 4.61, Rexp = 2.82, χ2 = 2.67; whereas Rp

= 2.99, Rwp = 3.89, Rexp = 2.82, χ2 = 1.9 were obtained
for Pnma. The R factor indicates a reasonably good fit with
Pnma. However, the intensity of the nuclear Bragg peak
position (101) was not fully accounted for. Even at 350 K,
an appreciable contribution from magnetic scattering toward
the total scattered intensity was observed as shown in the
Supplemental Material, Fig. S1 [62].

To determine the magnetic structure, we scrutinized the
symmetry-allowed magnetic structures for RFeO3 compounds
in Pnma space group. There exists eight irreducible represen-
tations, �1 through �8, listed in Kovalev tables coded in the
software SARAh are given in Table II. For the 4b Wyckoff
position, the configurations �5 to �8 are incompatible with
a net magnetic moment on the Fe [1]. The k–search utility
in FullProf was used to obtain the propagation vector of the
magnetic structure. Irreducible representation analysis using
k = (0,0,0) leads to four possibilities, �1(Pnma), �2(Pn′m′a),
�3(Pnm′a′), and �4(Pn′ma′). Using Bertaut’s notation, these
four magnetic space groups can be written as GxCyAz,
CxGyFz, FxAyCz, AxFyGz, respectively, corresponding to mag-
netic ordering of the Cartesian components of M3+ spins in
unit cell. But �3 is not consistent with the observed strong
antiferromagnetic coupling between nearest Fe neighbours.

Subsequently, SARAh was used to obtain the magnetic
representations of the allowed magnetic structures. After test-

TABLE II. The possible magnetic structures of RFeO3 allowed
for Pnma and Pbnm symmetry, where G denotes (+ − +-), F (+ +
++), A (+ − −+), C (+ + −−), O (0000). x, y, and z denote
orientations parallel to the crystallographic directions a, b, and c.

Pnma Pbnm

Irreps Space group 4b 4c space group 4b 4c

�1 Pnma GxCyAz Cy Pbnm AxGyCz Cz

�2 Pn′m′a CxGyFz CxFz Pbn′m′ FxCyGz FxCy

�3 Pnm′a′ FxAyCz FxCz Pb′nm′ CxFyAz CxFy

�4 Pn′ma′ AxFyGz Fy Pb′n′m GxAyFz Fz

�5 Pn′m′a′ OxOyOz AxGz Pb′n′m′ OxOyOz GxAy

�6 Pnma′ OxOyOz Ay Pb′nm OxOyOz Az

�7 Pn′ma OxOyOz Gy Pbn′m OxOyOz Gz

�8 Pnm′a OxOyOz GxAz Pbnm′ OxOyOz AxGy

ing the different possible magnetic representations along with
the nuclear phase in Pnma, a better visual fit to the experimen-
tal data with reasonable agreement factors were obtained for
�2, and was accepted as the solution of the magnetic structure
at 350 K (not shown here). The goodness–of–fit for the
magnetic refinement, Rmag, for the three representations are
as follows: �1 = 25.4, �4 = 95.2, �2 = 17.4. A comparison
of the refinement results for all the allowed representations are
given in the Supplemental Material, Fig. S2 [63]. Figure 6(a)
shows the neutron diffraction patterns at 300 K along with
the refinement patterns using Pnma nuclear space group and
the magnetic structure according to �2 representation. The
nuclear space group of TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3 at all temperatures
down to 7.7 K was found to be Pnma. The refined values of
the lattice and bond parameters at different temperatures are
given in Table I. Here, three different M–O bond lengths
are listed. Long (l) and short (s) bond lengths correspond to
M–O(2) bonds in the ac plane while the medium (m) bond
length corresponds to the out-of-plane M–O(1) apical bond
length which is almost parallel to the b axis.

As understood from the M(T ) data presented in Fig. 2(a),
an anomaly occurs in TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3 at TN = 257 K. Re-
finement of the diffraction pattern suggests that the magnetic
structure is �4 (Pn′ma′) at 215 K, implying that the magnetic
structure changes from �2 → �4 at TN . The refined neutron-
diffraction pattern at 215 K is shown in Fig. 6(b). A second
SR transition back to �2 (Pn′m′a) is observed at 100 K.
This temperature is below TSR (190 K), which is identified
through the derivative of magnetization curve. Further, the �2

magnetic structure remains stable down to 7.7 K. The refined
magnetic moment values obtained at 7.7 K are Fe3+/Cr3+:
0.13(1) μB (mx), 3.19(4) μB (my), and 1.27(1) μB (mz); and
Tb3+ = 1.14(2) (mx). A detailed table of magnetic moments at
different temperatures is provided in the Supplemental Mate-
rial, Table S1 [64]. In Fig. 6(f), the neutron-diffraction pattern
of TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3 at 7.7 K is presented after subtracting the
contribution from the empty vanadium can sample holder.
The broad feature at low scattering angles lends support to
the presence of short-range magnetic order in TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3.
Our attempt to analyze the diffuse intensity by fitting it to
a Lorentzian curve is shown as a red solid line in Fig. 6(f).
A spin-spin correlation length of approximately 9 Å is esti-
mated.
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FIG. 7. The magnetic structure of TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3 at (a) 300 K (�2), (b) 215 K (�4), and (c) 100 K (�2). The �2 structure remains stable
down to 7.7 K, which was the lowest probed temperature by neutrons in this study. (d), (e) The magnetic structure at 20 K and 7.7 K,
respectively (magnetic moment of Tb3+ is multiplied by three to make it visible).

Further, the magnetic rare earth in RFe0.5Cr0.5O3 is re-
ported to develop magnetic ordering at low temperatures
below 15 K [20]. Our refinement of diffraction data at 20 K
is consistent with the picture that Tb3+ moments are mag-
netically ordered in CxFz structure with a FM component
along the z axis and only Cx part remains till 7.7 K. It
is reported in a recent work [20] on TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3 that
only the Cy (for Pbnm space group) part remains whereas
the FM interactions disappear with the SR at 1.9 K. As a
result, diffuse magnetic scattering features emerge; this is well
captured in our work as can be seen in Fig. 6(f). Direct obser-
vation of diffuse scattering in the neutron-diffraction signal
suggests the presence of short-range ordering of the Tb3+

moments. The magnetic structures of the transition-metal and
rare-earth moments as a function of temperature are shown
in Fig. 7.

E. Density-functional-theory calculations

From the total energy calculations for five different
collinear magnetic configurations, AFM1 (↑↓↑↓) is found
to be the most stable with the lowest energy. The AFM1
spin structure is found to be consistent with our experimental
observation for the �2 state at 7.7 K. Similarly, the first excited
AFM2 configuration is consistent with the spin structure
for the �4 state at 300 K whose total energy is ∼36 meV
per formula unit higher compared to the AFM1 state of
TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3. The order of relative stability of the magnetic
states are AFM1 > AFM2 > FIM2 > FIM1 > FM. This
may be an indication of the competing ground state between
AFM1 and AFM2 observed as a GP transition from �2 to �4

and, subsequently, the reentrant to �2 phase as seen in Fig. 7.
The magnetic anisotropy energy calculated is ∼4.68 meV
per formula unit of TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3with in-plane easy axes.
In TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3, the lanthanide Tb takes the charge state

FIG. 8. Total and partial DOS of TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3 in AFM1 configuration: Total DOS within GGA (top) and GGA+U (bottom) (left)
functionals; partial DOS contributions from Tb–4 f , Fe–3d , Cr–3d <, and O–2p states, respectively, within GGA (middle) and GGA+U
(right) functionals for the spin–up and spin–down channels.
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3+ with 4 f 8 configuration. Likewise, the transition-element
Fe nominally takes the charge state 3+ with 3d5 and Cr
with charge state 3+ should take the 3d3 configurations,
respectively. In the stable AFM1 state, the calculated spin
moment at each site of Tb, Fe, and Cr are ± 5.9 μB, ± 3.65 μB,
and ± 2.36 μB, respectively. Their respective orbital moments
are ±1.03μB, ±0.05μB, and ∓0.034μB, respectively. With
GGA+U effects, the spin moment of Tb, Fe, and Cr turns
out to be ±5.97μB, ±4.14μB, and ±2.57μB, respectively. The
total magnetic moment compensates to zero as Tb, Fe, and Cr
couples antiferromagnetically among each other as observed
in Fig. 7.

We now proceed to the electronic structure of
TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3in AFM1 state within GGA and GGA+U ,
respectively. The spin-resolved total and partial density of
states (DOS) are shown in Fig. 8. TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3is found to
be insulating with a band gap of ∼0.12 (2.4) eV within GGA
(GGA + U ). The correlation effects U significantly change
the electronic behavior. As seen in the partial DOS, the main
contributions from Tb–4 f states that were observed around
EF are shifting away from each other.

Those states that are fully occupied shift deep in the
valence region while the unoccupied state moves far away in
the conduction region. Similar features were also observed for
Fe–3d states around EF. On the other hand, Cr–3d states are
contributing at and around EF, hybridizing strongly with the
O–2p orbitals (see partial DOS in Fig. 8). This is mainly due
to the hybridization between the 3d states of Cr and Fe with
the O–2p states. From the partial DOS contributions of Fe–3d ,
three t2g and two eg are fully occupied by five electrons in spin
up, but in Cr–3d , three t2g are fully occupied in the spin-up
channel while eg bands are empty.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We observe an antiferromagnetic transition TN at 257 K
and a SR transition TSR at 190 K in the orthoferrite

TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3. Interestingly, a reentrant SR is seen in this
compound, where the spins reorient again at 100 K. Through
detailed neutron-diffraction experiments and analysis, we find
that the spin structure changes from the �2 representation at
350 K to �4 at 215 K and then reverts to �2 at 100 K. This
structure remains stable until 7.7 K. A clear signature of GP is
observed in the magnetization response of TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3 and
also short-range spin fluctuations that extend up to high tem-
perature. TbFe0.5Cr0.5O3 exhibits low thermal-conductivity
values, suggesting disordered cation arrangement which sup-
ports the Griffiths-like phase; and is not perturbed by the
application of external magnetic field up to 9 T. The mag-
netic anomalies at TN and TSR are not directly seen in the
thermal conductivity data, but the latter is dominated by
the phonon contributions. Raman spectroscopic investiga-
tion reveals clear evidence of spin-phonon coupling in this
compound.
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